
 

Disability royal commission

People with disabilities suffer 'often shocking' violence, abuse
and neglect � report
Royal commission seeks 17�month extension saying its work is ‘not
a sprint, it’s a marathon’

Luke Henriques�Gomes
@lukehgomes
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People with disabilities experience unacceptable and “often shocking” levels of violence, abuse,
neglect and exploitation, the royal commission has said in an interim report.

The commission’s chair, Ronald Sackville, also revealed on Friday he would ask the federal government
for a 17-month extension as he acknowledged the scope of the inquiry may have been underestimated.

The 561 page interim report summarises the first 15 months’ of work finding that people with
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'I felt less alone':
how Australians
with disabilities are
fearing life after the
pandemic

Read more

The 561-page interim report summarises the first 15 months’ of work, finding that people with
disabilities experience maltreatment across all aspects of life, from work and education to healthcare,
to the justice system, and in homes and communities.

But the commissioners say it is “too soon” for the report to outline any recommendations, pointing in
part to the impact of the pandemic on the inquiry’s work.

“The terms of reference are extraordinarily broad, much broader than any royal commission appointed
in this country since well before the turn of the 21st century,” Sackville said. “That means the
commission is not a sprint, it’s a marathon.”

Under the new timetable requested by the commissioner, the final report would be
due by 29 September 2023.

Next month the commission will also release a further report with findings and recommendations on
the federal government’s response to the pandemic.

The interim report released on Friday includes accounts of children being subjected to “cruel bullying
and humiliating restraints in education settings”, as well as “serious neglect and misdiagnoses of
people with cognitive disability within the healthcare system”.

In these health settings, the report said “symptoms of disease or injury are wrongly attributed to a
person’s disability”, an issue known as “diagnostic overshadowing”.

The commission also heard cases of physical and sexual abuse in supported accommodation,
perpetrated by staff.

First Nations people with disabilities faced double discrimination and dealt with a lack of culturally
appropriate services and supports.

The report highlighted a lack of nationally consistent data collected by governments on the neglect or
exploitation of people with disability.

Similarly the federal government was criticised during Covid-19 specific hearings earlier in the year for
its failure to collect data on the number of people with disabilities who had been infected or died.

While data on the 365,000 NDIS participants was available, there are 4.4 million people with disability
in Australia.
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... we have a small favour to ask. You've read 4 articles in the last year. And you’re not alone; millions
are flocking to the Guardian for open, independent, quality news every day, and readers in 180
countries around the world now support us financially.

We believe everyone deserves access to information that’s grounded in science and truth, and analysis
rooted in authority and integrity. That’s why we made a different choice: to keep our reporting open
for all readers, regardless of where they live or what they can afford to pay. This means more people
can be better informed, united, and inspired to take meaningful action.

In these perilous times, an independent, truth-seeking global news organisation like the Guardian is
essential. We have no shareholders or billionaire owner, meaning our journalism is free from
commercial and political influence – this makes us different. When it’s never been more pertinent, our
independence allows us to fearlessly investigate, challenge and expose those in power.

Amid the various intersecting crises of 2020 – from Covid-19 to police brutality – the Guardian has not,
and will never, sideline the climate emergency. We are determined to uphold our reputation for
producing urgent, powerful, high-impact reporting on the environment that’s read by around the
world.

We’ve made institutional progress too, working hard to live up to the climate promises we made in
2019. We no longer take advertising from fossil fuel companies, and we’re on course to achieve net
zero emissions by 2030.

If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Your funding powers our journalism, it protects our
independence, and ensures we can remain open for all. You can support us through these challenging
economic times and enable real-world impact.

Every contribution, however big or small, makes a real difference for our future. Support the
Guardian from as little as $1 – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.
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The interim report said governments and organisations “should not wait” for the commission’s final
report to begin addressing data gaps.

Although consistent data was scant, the inquiry commissioned researchers to analyse the statistics that
were available.

They found adults with disability are twice as likely to experience violence in any 12-month period
than those without disability.

The data, from 2016, suggested almost 2.4 million people with disability aged 18 to 64 had experienced
violence in their lifetime.

The commission will hold its next set of public hearings on 23 November in Brisbane in a session
examining the experiences of First Nations people with disability and the impact of child protection
systems.
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